
"Untethering the self 
from the bondage of the psyche - 
this freedom has been given a special name - 
liberation." -Michael Singer.

For Thursday, include in your script draft: what is, within your stanza, the historical moment you 
are leaning toward evoking, and what present moment you are planning on referencing* (ie for 
relating the poem stanza to our "now"). Bring preliminary ideas of your visual, sound, and 
physicalized choices (see rubric). 

NOTES ON THE SUBJECT: 
*This assignment asks you to choose a present moment (ie present situation, set of relationships, or 
circumstance) of what you see or experience as *separation* *from* *ourselves*. What freedoms 
are we separated from, what do *you* hope to articulate our own liberation from as you look 
toward the/a future? (Hint, look back toward your blog posts, your readings).

To free, to untether:
"Untethering the self from the bondage of the psyche - this freedom has been given a special name 
- liberation." -Michael Singer.

Looking at the "catalyst sheet" (rubric) I gave you, follow the Qs I ask by "applying" them 
(be not afraid! this is the whole thing. it's about keeping it real): 
- What does the stanza bring up for you? i.e.: What happens when you *read it out loud to 
yourself*? 
Where do you trip up, where do you see images inside your head, where do you find a rhythm that 
you're really good at saying?, 
or a word that makes you need to MOVE, or something that makes you think or a familiar song in 
your head? 

....This assignment is a chance to choose any persistent "something" you've been noticing about the 
way we - and importantly, in the context of moving from "ego" to "collectivity"/interdependence we 
spoke about Thursday, ways others may also live, around us - that you would like to see change 
("Articulation Performances.") Or this could be a chance to explore something you're new to - have 
you thought recently/would you like to think about the way women (or men, or our Congress, or 
athletes, or our health and well-being) are represented or talked about? Have you wanted a place/
this is the place to put some of that into action, to try out those thoughts and observations, to 
simply try them on for size.

When you rehearse and brainstorm: don't be afraid to be wrong! One of my favorite teachers (Dr. 
Elizabeth Nelson) said: "Throw out the gloriously, half-assed wrong! Just TRY something!" Come up 
with crazy ideas and see if they're possible. If they don't work, go on to the next one. You'll know 
when it's right, when it fits.

The assignment helps us tie history and the present moment into something which matters to you. 
That's why it's called "Articulation" - we are articulating /through/ adaptation. The invitation is for 
you all to teach each other through adopting variations of what is actually all one poem, and stand 
bravely in the way that one piece of material can be seen through so many different lenses. (In 
performance we are all student-teachers (Freire). Teacher-students are ones who get placed in the 
front more often simply by virtue of variation in when they were born/schooled etc). Use your blogs 
in which you've written about symbol and ritual - read what your classmates have written, and 
look back over your notes from class the last few weeks, to inform how you will develop your 
interpretation/work of bringing alive the artfulness in Viriato da Cruz's poem. 



_______________________________

NOTES on your POST:
The poem stanzas are included in my post on the blog, as well as under "schedule" w/ all syllabus 
readings.
The "catalyst sheet" (/rubric) for the performances on October 11 and 13 is posted under "Rubrics" 
tab, print that thing out for yourselves.
Lastly, check out some of the great posts you've been putting up for each other (thanks!). 

QUESTIONS:
When you submit your stanza choice, you can include any Q's you have in your comment. If it is 
*more than just a clarification Q*, please come to my office hours 5:00PM-7:00PM TUESDAY 
October 4, in our Swain space; *please note* they are now at 5:00PM-7:00PM Tuesday 10/4 in 
Swain instead of 3:45-5:30 Wednesday (we have a departmental event 3-6 Wednesday). 

For Thursday, include in your script draft: what is, within your stanza, the historical moment you 
are leaning toward evoking, and what present moment you are planning on referencing* (ie for 
relating the poem stanza to our "now"). Bring preliminary ideas of your visual, sound, and 
physicalized choices (see rubric). 


